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Abstract
Phishing is an attack that deals with social engineering
methodology to illegally acquire and use someone else’s
data on behalf of legitimate website for own benefit (e.g.
Steal of user’s password and credit card details during
online communication). It is affecting all the major
sectors of industry day by day with a lot of misuse of
user credentials. To protect users against phishing,
various anti-phishing techniques have been proposed that
follows different strategies like client side and server
side protection. In this paper we have studied phishing in
detail (including attack process and classification of
phishing attack) and reviewed some of the existing antiphishing techniques along with their advantages and
disadvantages.

4) Phishers then steal the personal information and
perform their fraud such as transferring money
from the victims' account.
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I. Introduction
One of the primary goals of phishing is to illegally carry
out fraudulent financial transactions on behalf of users
using a forged email that contains a URL pointing to a
fake web site masquerading as an online bank or a
government entity. A phisher may lure a victim into
giving his/her Social Security Number, full name, &
address, which can then be used to apply for a credit card
on the victim’s behalf [1].
Attacker uses replica of original website as a bait that is
send to the user. When user grabs the bait by filling and
submitting his useful information attacker pulls the bait
means saves the data for its own use illegally.
In general, phishing attacks are performed with the
following four steps:
1) A fake web site which looks exactly like the
legitimate Web site is set up by phisher
2) Phisher then send link to the fake web site in large
amount of spoofed e-mails to target users in the
name of legitimate companies and organizations,
trying to convince the potential victims to visit their
web sites.
3) Victims visit the fake web site by clicking on the
link and input its useful information there.

Fig 1: Process of phishing
There are thousands of fake phishing websites
established online every day, luring a number of
customers. According to a phishing activity trend report
published by Anti-phishing working group on 23 dec
2011, a lot of phishing attacks were done in first half of
year 2011 as can be seen from fig 2. The number of
unique phishing reports submitted to APWG in H1, 2011
reached a high of 26,402 in March, dropping to the half
year low of 20,908 in April[2].
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Fig 4: Domain name wise affect of Phishing [2]
Fig 2: Phishing activity trend report [2]
The report also depicted that Financial Services
continued to be the most targeted industry sector in the
first half of 2011[2] as can be seen from figure 3.

From the above figure it can be seen that .com sites are
most vulnerable to phishing attacks. The figure also
depicts that .net domain sites are also largely used by
phisher for attack so it can be concluded that commercial
site users becomes large victim of phishing attacks
Further paper describes the literature survey and types of
phishing and some of the anti-phishing techniques with
their advantages and disadvantages

Ii. Literature survey

Fig 3: Industry sector area wise affect of Phishing [2]
Seeing financial service sector and payment service
sectors deals with money transactions it can be
concluded that main objective of phishers is to steal
financial details of victims and misuse that for their own
gain. Retail sector appears to be third most vulnerable
and classified as the least vulnerable to phishing attacks.
So phishing attacks are emerging as one of the major
area where immediate concern is needed as it is affecting
all the major sectors of industry creating a lot of loss.

In spite of lot of work that has been done on
implementing better and efficient tools on phishing
detection and prevention, still it is very hard to
completely eradicate the problem and to estimate no. of
users that actually caught in bait of phishing as victim. In
2007, Moore and Clayton estimated the number of
phishing victims by examining web server logs that
311,449 people fall for phishing scams annually, costing
around 350 million dollars [3]. There are various
techniques which defend against phishing. Some
techniques give e-mail level protection and some provide
security toolbars embedded with anti-phishing tools.
There are a lot of indicators that identifies and
distinguish legitimate sites from phishing sites. These
indicators has been clustered into six criteria with their
parameters of indication respectively as shown in table
1[3] such as web link based identity, encryption and
security based, source code and client side verification
based, page layout and content based, web address bar
based and social human factor based.
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Table 1: Parameters of Identification Types[3]
Type of identification No. Parameters
of
identification
Web
link
based 1
IP address is used
identity
2
Abnormal requested
link
3
Abnormal link of
anchor
4
Abnormal DNS record
5
Compromised url
Encryption
and 1
using SSL certificate
security based
2
CCIA
3
Anomalous
cookie
detail
4
Unique
name
certificate
Source code and client 1
Page redirection
side verification based
2
Straddling attack

Page
layout
contents based

and

Web address bar based

3

Hidden link

4

Pharming attack

5

Server form handler

1
2
3
4

Spelling match
Copying website
Disabling right click
Submission of info
using submit button
Pop-ups dialogue box
Long web address

5
1
2
3
4

Social human factor

1
2
3

Replacing
similar
character in url
Suffix and prefix
addition url
Use of @ symbol for
confusion
More
security
sensitive
Public generic solution
Purchase
time
to
access your account

Iii. Classification of phishing attacks
Phishing attacks can be classified into various types
according to the way attack is done. According to many
researchers [8][9][10] the various types of phishing
attacks has been described below.
Deceptive Phishing- Messages about the need to verify
account information, system failure requiring users to reenter their information, fictitious account charges,
undesirable account changes, new free services requiring
quick action, and many other scams are broadcast to a

wide group of recipients with the hope that the victim
will respond by clicking a link to or signing onto a bogus
site where their confidential information falls in this
category.
Malware-Based Phishing- Refers to scams that involve
running malicious software on users' PCs. Malware can
be introduced as an email attachment, as a downloadable
file from a web site, or by exploiting known security
vulnerabilities.
Web Trojans- They pop-up invisibly when users are
attempting to log in. They collect the user's credentials
locally and transmit them to the phisher.
Hosts File Poisoning- When a user types a URL to visit a
website it must first be translated into an IP address
before it is transmitted over the Internet. The majority of
SMB(small and medium business organizations) users'
PCs running a operating system look up these "host
names" in their "hosts" file before undertaking a Domain
Name System (DNS) lookup. By "poisoning" the hosts
file, hackers have a bogus address transmitted, taking the
user unwillingly to a fake website where their
information can be stolen.
System Reconfiguration Attacks- Modify settings on a
user's PC for malicious purposes. For example: URLs in a
favorites file might be modified to direct users to look
alike websites. For example: a bank website URL may be
changed from "www.gmail.com" to "www.gmai1.com".
DNS-Based Phishing ("Pharming")- With a pharming
scheme, hackers tamper with a company's hosts files or
(DNS)domain name system so that requests for URLs or
name service return a bogus address and subsequent
communications are directed to a fake site.
Content-Injection Phishing- It describes the situation
where hackers replace part of the content of a legitimate
site with false content designed to mislead or misdirect
the user into giving up their confidential information to
the hacker. For example, phisher may insert malicious
code to log user's credentials or an overlay which can
secretly collect information and deliver it to the phisher.
Man-in-the-Middle Phishing- In these attacks phisher
positions themselves between the user and the legitimate
website or system. They record the information being
entered but continue to pass it on so that users'
transactions are not affected. Later they can sell or use the
information or credentials collected when the user is not
active on the system.
Search Engine Phishing- Occurs when phishers create
websites with attractive (often too attractive) sounding
offers and have them indexed legitimately with search
engines. Users find the sites in the normal course of
searching for products or services and are fooled into
giving up their information. For example, scammers have
set up false banking sites offering lower credit costs or
better interest rates than other banks. Victims who use
these sites to save or make more from interest charges are
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encouraged to transfer existing accounts and deceived
into giving up their details.

consistency over time.URL suspicious check uses
characteristics of the url to identify phishing sites.

Iv. Anti phishing
Anti-phishing refers to the method employed in order to
detect and prevent phishing attacks. Anti-phishing
protects users from phishing. A lot of work has been done
on anti-phishing devising various anti-phishing
techniques. Some techniques works on emails, some
works on attributes of web sites and some on URL of the
websites. Many of these techniques focus on enabling
clients to recognize & filter various types of phishing
attacks. In general anti-phishing techniques can be
classified into following four categories [1].
Content Filtering- In this methodology Content/email
are filtered as it enters in the victim’s mail box using
machine learning methods, such as Bayesian Additive
Regression Trees (BART) or Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [1].
Black Listing- Blacklist is collection of known phishing
Web sites/addresses published by trusted entities like
google’s and Microsoft’s black list. It requires both a
client & a server component. The client component is
implemented as either an email or browser plug-in that
interacts with a server component, which in this case is a
public Web site that provides a list of known phishing
sites[1].
Symptom-Based
PreventionSymptom-based
prevention analyses the content of each Web page the
user visits and generates phishing alerts according to the
type and number of symptoms detected[1].
Domain Binding- It is an client’s browser based
techniques where sensitive information (eg. name,
password) is bind to a particular domains. It warns the
user when he visits a domain to which user credential is
not bind.

V. Anti-phishing techniques
Attribute based anti-phishing techniques
Attribute-based anti-phishing strategy implements both
reactive and proactive anti-phishing defenses. This
technique has been implemented in PhishBouncer [4]
tool. The various checks that phishbouncer does has
been shown in figure 5.
The Image Attribution check [4] does an comparision of
images of visiting site and the sites already registered
with phishbouncer. The HTML Crosslink check looks at
responses from nonregistered sites and counts the
number of links the page has to any of the registered
sites A high number of cross-links is indicative of a
phishing site[4]. In false info feeder[4] check ,false
information is input and if that information is accepted
by site then it is probable that link is phished one. The
Certificate Suspicious check validates site certificates
presented during SSL handshake and extends the typical
usage by looking for Certification Authority (CA)

Fig 5: Use Case Diagram Showing Check, Probes and
Dataplugins[4]
Advantage: As attribute based anti-phishing considers a
lot of checks so it is able to detect more phished sites
than other approaches. It can detect known as well as
unknown attacks.
Disadvantage: As multiple checks perform to
authenticate site this could result in slow response time.
Genetic Algorithm Based Anti Phishing Techniques
It is an approach of detection of phishing web pages
using genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithms can be used
to evolve simple rules for preventing phishing attacks.
These rules are used to differentiate normal website from
anomalous website. These anomalous websites refer to
events with probability of phishing attacks. The rules
stored in the rule base are usually in the following form
[5]:
if { condition } then { act }
For example, a rule can be defined as:
If { The IP address of the URL in the received e-mail
finds any match in the Ruleset }
Then
{ Phishing e-mail
}[5]
This rule can be explained as: if there exists an IP
address of the URL in e-mail and it does not match the
defined Rule Set for White List then the received mail is
a phishing mail [5].
Advantage: It provides the feature of malicious status
notification before the user reads the mail. It also
provides malicious web link detection in addition of
phishing detection.
Disadvantage: Single rule for phishing detection like in
case of url is far from enough, so we need multiple rule
set for only one type of url based phishing detection.
Likewise for other parameter we need to write other rule
this leads to more complex algorithm
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An Identity Based Anti Phishing Techniques
This technique follows
mutual authentication
methodology where both user and online entity validates
each other’s identity during handshake. It is an antiphishing technique that integrates partial credentials
sharing and client filtering technique to prevent phishers
from easily masquerading as legitimate online entities.
As mutual authentication is followed, there would be no
need for users to reenter their credentials. Therefore
passwords are never exchanged between users and
online entities except during the initial account setup
process [1].
Advantage: It provide mutual authentication for server
as well as client side. Using this techniques user does not
to reveal his credential password in whole session except
first time when the session is initialized [1].
Disadvantage: In identity based anti-phishing if a
hacker gain access to the client computer and disable the
browser plug-in then method will be compromise against
phishing detection [1].
Character Based Anti Phishing Approach
Many time phishers tries to steal information of users by
convincing them to click on the hyperlink that they
embed into phishing email.A hyperlink has a structure
as follows. <ahref="URI"> Anchor text <\a> [6]
where 'URI' (universal resource identifiers) provides the
actual link where the user will be directed and 'Anchor
text' is the text that will be displayed in user's Web
browser and represents the visual link.
Character
based
antiphishing
technique
uses
characterstics of hyperlink in order to detect phishing
links. Linkguard [6] is a tool that implements this
technique. After analyzing many phishing websites, the
hyperlinks can be classified into various categories as
shown in fig 6. For detection of phishing sites
LinkGuard, first extracts the DNS names from the actual
and the visual links and then compares the actual and
visual DNS names, if these names are not the same, then
it is phishing of category 1 If dotted decimal IP address
is directly used in actual DNS, it is then a possible
phishing attack of category 2[6].
If the actual link or the visual link is encoded
(categories 3 and 4),then first the link is decoded and
then analysed. When there is no destination information
(DNS name or dotted IP address) in the visual link then
the hyperlink is analysed. During analysis DNS name is
searched in blacklist and white list .if it is present in
whitelist then it is sure that the link is genuine and if link
is present in blacklist then it is sure that link is phished
one.

Fig 6: Linkgaurd Analysis In Various Classified
Hyperlinks[6]
If the actual dns is not contained in either whitelist or
blacklist, Pattern Matching is done. During pattern
matching first the sender email address is extracted and
then it is searched in seed set where a list of address is
maintained that are manually visited by the user.
Similarity checks the maximum likelihood of actual
DNS and the DNS names in seed-set.the similarity index
between two strings are determined by calculating the
minimal number of changes needed to transform a string
to the other string.
Advantage: it can,not only detect known attacks, but
also is effective to the unknown ones. Experiments
showed that LinkGuard, can detect up to 96% unknown
phishing attacks in real-time[6]. For phishing attacks of
category 1, it is sure that there is no false positives or
false negatives .LinkGuard handles categories 3 and 4
correctly since the encoded links are first decoded before
further analysis[6].
Disadvantage: For category 2, LinkGuard may result in
false positives, since using dotted decimal IP addresses
instead of domain names may be desirable in some
special circumstances[6].
Content Based Anti-Phishing Approach
GoldPhish[7] tool implements this technique and uses
google as its search engine This mechanism gives higher
rank to well-established web sites. It has been observed
that phishing web pages are active only for short period
of time and therefore will acquire low rank during
internet search and this becomes basis for content based
anti-phishing approach[7]. The design approach can be
broken down into three major steps. The first step is to
capture an image of the current website in the user’s web
browser. The second step is to use optical character
recognition techniques to convert the captured image
into computer readable text. The third step is to input the
converted text into a search engine to retrieve results and
analyse the page rank.
Advantages: Generally GoldPhish does not result in
false positive and provides zero day phishing [7].
Disadvantages: GoldPhish delays the rendering of a
webpage. It is also vulnerable to attacks on Google’s
PageRank algorithm and Google’s search service [7].
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Vi. Conclusion and future work
In the above study we can conclude that most of the antiphishing techniques focus on contents of web age, URL
and email. Character based anti-phishing approach may
result in false positive but content based approach never
results in false positive. Attribute based approach
consider almost all major areas vulnerable to phishing so
it can be best anti-phishing approach that can detect
known as well as unknown phishing attack. Identity
based anti-phishing approach may fails if phisher gets
physical access to client’s computer.
As a future work on phishing we can do more work on
server side security. In the server side security policy we
use dual level of authentication for user by which only
authentic user can get the access of his account, and to
educate the user about this policy will results in avoiding
user to give his sensitive information to phished web
site.
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